
Stay Calm --  Sassy or Classy 
Designed by Helen Cochran for 
Patchwork Garden’s May 2020 Patchwork Party 
 
This month’s pattern from Helen is for a dual-zippered bag designed to hold your 
facemask, hand sanitizer and more.  Helen made the “Classy” version of the pattern 
from canvas fabric from Cotton + Steel.  The “Sassy” version of the pattern was made 
with toweling from Moda and the back side features a machine embroidered or 
applique message of “Stay Calm Mask On”.  The straps for both bags are made using 
the same directions.  The pockets are constructed differently depending upon whether 
you’re using toweling or another fabric such as quilting cotton or canvas.  Note, if 
you’d like to make your bag a cross body bag, you’ll need to add an additional 1/8 yard 
of lining so you can cut an additional strip for the straps. 

Requirements (Classy or Sassy) 

Classy Fabric Requirements     Sassy Fabric Requirements 
Outside fabric: 1/3 yard     Toweling:   ½ yard 18” toweling 
Lining & straps: 3/8 yard     Lining & straps:  3/8 yard 
Zipper:  One 30” zipper ByAnnie    Zipper:  One 30” zipper ByAnnie    
Fusible fleece:   5 ¾” x 9”     Fusible fleece: 5 ¾” x 9” (not needed if using Battilzer) 
 
Optional for both versions 
Two 5/8” swivel hooks with D-rings    Wonder Tape 
Best Press       Creative Grids Quilt Ruler Circles 
Wonder Clips       Fine patchwork pins  
So Fine sewing thread      Unique Stitch 
Sashers:  ½”, 1”, 1 1/8” 
 
Cutting Instructions 

Classy Version       Sassy Version 
Main fabric       Toweling – keeping hems in tack    
9 ½” strip of fabric, sub-cut into     10” strip of fabric, sub-cut into 

Two 3 ½” x 9 ½” bottom of bottom pocket    8” x 10” from center of toweling 
Two 5 ½” x 9 ½” top of bottom pocket    Two 9 ½” x 5 ¼” with 9 ½” running along hem 
Main Front:  5 ½” x 9 ½”      9 ½” x 3 ¼” with 9 ½” running along hem 
Back Wrap:  7 ½” x 9 ½”       

 
Lining fabric (cut binding & strapping first)   Lining Fabric (cut binding & strapping first)   
9 ½” strip of fabric, sub-cut into     9 ½” strip of fabric, sub-cut into 

Main Front:  5 ½” x 9 ½”      Back Wrap:  7 ½” x 9 ½” 
Back Wrap:   7 ½” x 9 ½”  

2 ¼” strip for binding      2 ¼” strip for binding 
2” strip for straps (two of these if making crossbody)  2” strip for straps (two of these if making crossbody) 
 
Making the Embroidered Design – if you’d like the machine embroidery design, please email us and let us know what 
file format you need.  The design is for your personal use only and shouldn’t be shared in any way or used commercially. 

1. Hoop either Battilizer or a medium weight cut away 
2. Fold 8” x 10” piece of solid toweling in half and in half again to mark the center. 
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3. Center the toweling in the hoop and place it so the 10” side runs horizontally in your hoop (side to side) 
4. If your machine will stitch a basting stitch, baste toweling in place. 
5. Embroider design (I used the same thread in the needle and the bobbin) 
6. Remove from hoop 
7. If using Battilzer, you don’t need to trim it away.  If using cutaway stabilizer, trim the excess. 
8. Press design. 
9. Keeping the design in the center, trim it so your piece measures 9 ½” across and 7 ½” up & down. 
10. If using Battilzer, pin the edges and baste with a 1/8” seam around all four sides. 
11. If not using Battilizer, fuse a 5 ¾” x 9” piece of fusible fleece to the wrong side, keeping the fleece outside of the 

¼” seam allowances. 
12. You will now use this piece as your back wrap fabric to make the bag base.  Just make sure that you place the 

top of the letters so they are facing the zipper teeth! 
 

Applique the Design  
1. Using your favorite method, trace design on your favorite fusible web. 
2. Mark the center of the 8” x 10” piece of fabric, running the letters along the 10” length of the fabric 
3. Fuse to wrong side of fabric.  Cool.  Cut out on the lines. 
4. Position letters where you’d like. 
5. Stitch with zig zag, blanket or satin stitch. 
6. Keeping design centered, trim piece to 9 ½” across and 7 ½” up and down. 
7. You will now use this piece as your back wrap fabric to make the bag base.  Just make sure that you place the 

top of the letters so they are facing the zipper teeth! 
 
Constructing Bag Base – Classy & Sassy 

1. Keep the zipper pulls to the far left of the zipper to keep them out of the way.  On the far right of the zipper, 
draw a line about 2 inches to the left of the zipper stop.  This will be the starting point for the next step. 

2. Keeping the zipper slides to the left, place the right side of the 7 ½” x 9 ½” back wrap piece of fabric (plain or 
embroidered) so the right edge of the fabric aligns on the mark you drew above and the top of the 9 ½” edge is 
just inside the top outer edge of the zipper tape – you want to see a little bit of the zipper peeking through.  
Hold in place with Wonder Tape or a glue stick. 

3. Flip the piece over and place the right side of the 7 ½” x 9 ½” lining so the sides align with the piece you just 
placed and the top is just inside the outer edge of the zipper tape.  Make sure the sides of the lining align with 
the sides of the main fabric.  (You’re making a “sandwich” with the zipper inside.) 

4. With a zipper foot, sew about a 3/8” seam.  (If using a Bernina zipper foot, place the needle in position negative 
four which should be to the left of the center needle position.) 

5. (Skip this step if making the Sassy bag.)  On the wrong side of the lining, place the fusible fleece so it’s a ¼” 
inside the outer unsewn edges of the lining.  Fuse in place. 

6. Flip fabrics right side up so the wrong sides are together, press in place.    
7. Topstitch about 1/8” inside the folded edge next to the zipper. 
8. For the classy version:  repeat steps 2 through 4 on the other side of the zipper using the 5½” x 9 ½” pieces of 

main fabric and lining.  Flip the fabrics right side up so the wrong sides are together, press in place.  Topstitch 
about 1/8” inside the folded edge next to the zipper.  Skip to step 10. 

9. For the sassy version:  using the 5 ½” x 9 ½” piece of main fabric.  You won’t need a lining.  When placing the 
main fabric, since the toweling is hemmed, place the hemmed edge so it’s about 1/8” away from the zipper 
teeth.  Hold with Wonder Tape and topstitch 1/8” away from the hemmed edge.  Flip to the wrong side and 
topstitch just inside the outside edge of the zipper tape. 
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10. Slide one of the zipper slides so it’s about 1” inside the project.  At both outer edges of the piece, sew a zig zag 
with a zero stitch length with one side of the zig zag on the left side of the zipper teeth and the right side of the 
zig zag falling on the other side of the zipper teeth.  Trim the zipper tape on both sides so it is even with the 
fabric.  This will keep the zipper pull inside the project 

11. Aligning all the raw edges, pin or clip and then baste the layers together by sewing an 1/8” inside the outside 
edges.  Your piece will measure approximately 9 ½” x 12 ¾”.  Don’t worry if yours is a little bit larger or smaller. 

12. If using a strap, cut two 2” pieces of finished straps (see strap instructions).  Fold in half so measure 1” in length.  
Slide a D ring inside and align raw edges, using Wonder Tape or glue to hold.  Place them so the bottom of the 
piece is located ¼” above the top zipper and the raw edges align with the raw edges of the base.  Make sure the 
D-ring is next to the fold and away from the edge. Baste in place about 1/8” from edge.  Repeat for other side.   

13. Set aside. 
 
Constructing Front Pocket Unit – Classy Version 

1. Close the zipper.  Turn it so the zipper pull is to the left.  Critical step!!! 
2. Keep the zipper pulls to the far left of the zipper to keep them out of the way.  Draw a line about 2” to the right 

of the zipper pull.  This will be the starting point for the next step. 
3. Keeping the zipper slide to the left, place the right side of the 5 ½” x 9 ½” main fabric so the right edge of the 

fabric aligns on the mark you drew above and the top of the 9 ½” edge is just inside the top outer edge of the 
zipper tape – you want to see a little bit of the zipper peeking through.  Hold in place with Wonder Tape or a 
glue stick. 

4. Flip the piece over and place the right side of the 5 ½” x 9 ½” main fabric so the sides align with the piece you 
just placed and the top is just inside the outer edge of the zipper tape.  Make sure the sides of the lining align 
with the sides of the main fabric.   

5. With a zipper foot, sew about a 3/8” seam.  (If using a Bernina zipper foot, place the needle in position negative 
four which should be to the left of the center needle position.) 

6. Flip fabrics right side up so the wrong sides are together, press in place.    
7. Topstitch about 1/8” inside the folded edge next to the zipper.   
8. Repeat steps 2 through 4 on the other side of the zipper using the 3½” x 9 ½” pieces of main fabric.  Flip the 

fabrics right side up so the wrong sides are together, press in place. 
9. Topstitch about 1/8” inside the folded edge next to the zipper. 
10. Slide the zipper pull so it’s about 1” inside the project.  At both outer edges of the piece, sew a zig zag with a 

zero stitch length with one side of the zig zag on the left side of the zipper teeth and the right side of the zig zag 
falling on the other side of the zipper teeth.  Trim the zipper tape on both sides so it is even with the fabric.  This 
will keep the zipper pull inside the project 

11. Fold the top piece over to the back so your pocket unit measures approximately 4 3/8” x 9 ½” with the zipper on 
the outside.  Aligning all the raw edges, pin or clip and then baste the layers together by sewing an 1/8” inside 
the outside edges, including across the top fold. 

12. Set aside. 
 
Constructing the Front Pocket Unit – Sassy Version 

1. Make sure you have matching thread in the needle and bobbin. 
2. Close the zipper.  Turn it so the zipper pull is to the left.  Critical step!!! 
3. Keep the zipper pulls to the far left of the zipper to keep them out of the way.  Draw a line about 2” to the right 

of the zipper pull.  This will be the starting point for the next step. 
4. Since the top of the toweling is already hemmed, we’re going to attach to the zippers a little differently. Starting 

with the bottom section of the zipper tape and keeping the zipper slide to the left, place the wrong side of the 3 
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½” x 9 ½” main fabric so the right edge of the fabric aligns on the mark you drew above and the top of the 9 ½” 
edge is about an 1/8” away from the zipper.  Hold in place with Wonder Tape or a glue stick. 

5. With a zipper foot, topstitch about 1/8” from the folded edge.  Flip the unit over and topstitch along the outer 
edge of the zipper.     

6. Repeat steps 2 through 4 on the other side of the zipper using the 5 ¼”” x 9 ½” pieces of main fabric.   
7. Slide the zipper pull so it’s about 1” inside the project.  At both outer edges of the piece, sew a zig zag with a 

zero stitch length with one side of the zig zag on the left side of the zipper teeth and the right side of the zig zag 
falling on the other side of the zipper teeth.  Trim the zipper tape on both sides so it is even with the fabric.  This 
will keep the zipper pull inside the project 

8. Fold the top piece over to the back so your pocket unit measures approximately 4 3/8” x 9 ½” with the zipper on 
the outside.  Aligning all the raw edges, pin or clip and then baste the layers together by sewing an 1/8” inside 
the outside edges, including across the top fold. 

9. Set aside. 
 
Assembling the Bag (Classy and Sassy version) 

1. Place base right side up with the larger section at the top. 
2. Place pocket section right side up with the raw edges of the pocket aligning with the bottom and side edges of 

the base unit.  Baste in place with a 1/8” seam. 
3. Slide open the top zipper. 
4. Fold top of the base down so the top edge of the base is aligned with the bottom edge of the base and the sides 

are aligned.  You should just see the lining on top and your until should measure about 9 ½” x 6 3/8”. 
5. Round bottom edges.  I used the small circle from Creative Grid Quilt Circle rulers. 
6. Sew a ¼” seam down the side, across the bottom and up the other side, backstitching at the beginning and end. 
7. Fold your 2 ¼” binding strip, wrong sides together and press.  Bind the edges like normal, just fold under ½” at 

the beginning or end.  You can skip folding under the beginning end if you start with the selvage.  Alternatively, if 
you don’t want to bind the edges, just finish them with a narrow zig zag stitch or use your serger. 

8. Fold to the other side.  Glue in place with Unique Stitch and hold with Wonder Clips to dry. 
9. Turn right side out through zipper opening.  Press well.   
10. Add optional zipper tabs (1/4” wide) … you can use fabric, ribbon, leather, ultra suede. 
11. Stay calm, mask on! 

 
Making the Strap (Classy and Sassy version) -- Sashers make this very easy 

1. Fold 2” strip of fabric wrong sides together and press well (use 1” Sasher) 
2. Open strip up and then fold each raw edge to the center and press well (use 1” Sasher) 
3. Now fold in half so the strip measures ½” wide and press well (use ½” Sasher) 
4. With matching thread in the needle and bobbin, stitch along the open edge and the opposite side. 
5. Cut two 2” pieces for D rings and set aside. 
6. On main strap on one end, fold 1” end and slide swivel hook into the fold. 
7. Fold over 1” again, making sure the swivel hook stays in the fold and align raw edges.  Wonder Tape works great 

for this step.  Topstitch along all four sides of the folded area, getting as close to the swivel hook as you can 
without hitting the needle (or your fingers)! 

8. Repeat for the other side, making sure the folds are going to the same side of the strap. 


